I’m Ma'hew Addis, CTO of Arkivum. We provide digital preserva?on and data archiving solu?ons for
nearly 100 clients in a wide range of sectors including Heritage, Higher Educa?on, Healthcare and Lifesciences to name a few.
This talk is about the need for ﬂexibility in digital preserva?on and access solu?ons. I’ll start by looking
brieﬂy at how data lifecycle models and maturity models can help organisa?ons take a structured
approach to knowing where to start with digital preserva?on and access. I’ll then take you through
three short case studies to illustrate this in prac?ce.
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When working with people on designing, developing and deploying digital preserva?on and data
archiving solu?ons, there’s two approaches that I ﬁnd par?cularly helpful.
The ﬁrst approach I ﬁnd useful is lifecycle models. This one is from the Digital Cura?on Centre.
Lifecycle models help because they encourage people to think about the scope of the problem they
are trying to solve – maybe they need to address just one speciﬁc step or maybe they need a complete
solu?on that covers the whole lifecycle.

Basically, lifecycle models help in understanding the breadth of the problem that
needs to be solved.
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The second approach I ﬁnd helpful is the use of maturity models. This is about how sophis?cated a
solu?on needs to be. Maturity models encourage people to start simple, work up, and most
importantly have a benchmark or yards?ck against which they can measure how well they are doing.
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A maturity model tends to cover a speciﬁc part of the lifecycle. My favourite is the NDSA preserva?on
levels because you get everything on a single sheet of paper.
So in the sense that the lifecycle model allows you to consider the breadth of the solu?on needed, the
use of maturity models allows you to explore the depth of solu?on needed for each stage of the
lifecycle.
NDSA Preserva?on Levels, h'p://www.digitalpreserva?on.gov/ndsa/working_groups/documents/
NDSA_Levels_Archiving_2013.pdf
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There’s also the Digital Preserva?on Capability Maturity Model.
h'p://sta?c1.squarespace.com/sta?c/52ebbb45e4b06f07f8bb62bd/t/55a7ed87e4b016f840ba1adb/
1437068679137/DPCMM+Background+and+Performance+Metrics+v2.7_July+2015.pdf
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Perhaps one of the useful things about the DPCMM is that it aligns with the OAIS standard. It helps
iden?fy the prac?cal things that are needed to be inline with the standard or be'er.
It has levels for a range of diﬀerent capabili?es, for example this one is for data integrity.
h'p://sta?c1.squarespace.com/sta?c/52ebbb45e4b06f07f8bb62bd/t/55a7ed87e4b016f840ba1adb/
1437068679137/DPCMM+Background+and+Performance+Metrics+v2.7_July+2015.pdf
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What we do at Arkivum is support the data archiving lifecycle through a series of capabili?es and we build solu?ons with
diﬀerent levels of maturity at each lifecycle stage depending on how sophis?cated a solu?on is needed.
Arkivum’s lifecycle model is pre'y simple. We split our solu?on into four main Capabili?es (the outer cycle). The term
‘capability’ is important because it’s about the problems we help to solve.
- Ingest (gefng stuﬀ into an archive and under archival control)
- Insight (helping the archive and wider business understand what it has and what to do with it)
- Safeguard (protec?ng stuﬀ and keeping it safe and readable)
- Access (making stuﬀ accessible so people can ﬁnd it and use it)
These four archive lifecycle capabili?es need to be supported by the ability to plan, deploy, integrate, monitor and manage an
archive solu?on, i.e. make it work in prac?ce (inner circle).
These suppor?ng capabili?es are:
-

Plan (es?mate costs, manage risks, deﬁne policies, iden?fy resourcing)
Deploy (e.g. onsite, in the cloud, escrow)

-

Integrate (be part of wider workﬂows, processes, IT, apps)
Secure (ensure access control, conﬁden?ality, physical security etc.)

-

Manage (e.g. monitor and manage stuﬀ as it goes through the archive lifecycle, report on costs/risks)
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The rest of this presenta?on provides some examples of how we provide ﬂexible support for the
lifecycle with the right level of maturity for each stage.
First up is the Kramlich Collec?on.
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The Kramlich Collec?on is a private contemporary media art collec?on owned by Richard and Pam
Kramlich who live in San Francisco. The collec?on has a strong focus on media artworks da?ng from
the 1960s to the present (both analog formats and born-digital/computa?onal artworks).
The collec?on contains several hundred unique items of art that are on a range of fragile media and
hence are at risk of being lost. The media assets are accessed for various purposes - curatorial and
conserva?on research by staﬀ, as well as for limited exhibi?on in the Kramlich’s private residences.
Many of the works of art are in the process of being digi?sed, which gets them into a form that is
easier to safeguard, i.e. protect against loss, and also aﬀords the opportunity to make them more
accessible.
The challenge for the Kramlich Collec?on is how to do all this with a small, decentralized staﬀ and
limited IT infrastructure.
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What Arkivum does is provide a solu?on that addresses the need for safeguarding and access to digital
video art.
Digi?sed works of art in New York are copied to an Arkivum server (center of the diagram), from which
point two things happen.
Firstly, the digital ﬁles are replicated into Arkivum’s data archiving service. Copies are created in two
data centers and a third copy is sent for deep archive storage with an independent third-party data
escrow provider. Arkivum ac?vely manages the bit-preserva?on of the copies and guarantees data
integrity. This is the data safeguarding bit and is on the right of the diagram.
Secondly, the ﬁles are replicated to two Kramlich residences, one in San Francisco and the other in the
Napa Valley. Residence means somewhere that the Kramlich family actually live, but also a place that
is complete with state of the art galleries, installa?ons and everything else needed to truly enjoy and
share the works of art. The digital ﬁles are replicated to Arkivum servers in these residences and
these servers are integrated with playout devices. This is the data access bit and is on the lem of the
diagram.
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This is a bit more detail on the way that replica?on and integra?on works.
For example, we run Plex servers at the Kramlich residences so it’s easy to select and playout the
digi?sed video art.
We allow Kramlich Collec?on staﬀ to decide what versions of the content need to be archived into our
bit preserva?on service and what versions need to be replicated. We also make it easy for metadata
to be added in a way that allows media naviga?on to be seamless from the Kramlich residences.
This is all supported by robust data replica?on services so that data is copied from loca?on to loca?on
with absolute certainty that data integrity is maintained.
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You can hopefully see that the approach we’ve taken focuses on providing a high levels of maturity for
the two areas of the lifecycle that the Kramlich staﬀ most needed to improve – safeguarding digital
assets and making them easily accessible.
We provide this as a managed service, which means we take care that everything works and con?nues
to work at the IT level, which means the Kramlich Collec?on team can focus their eﬀorts on what they
do best which is to curate, preserve and present these fantas?c works of art.
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The next example I want to share is the Francis Crick Ins?tute.
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The Francis Crick is a na?onal biomedical research facility in the UK. They do major world leading
research into the diagnosis, treatment and preven?on of human diseases.
They have just completed a huge ac?vity to co-locate all their research teams into a single new
building in London, which is just down the road from the Bri?sh Library. This has meant moving
hundreds of staﬀ and their research projects into the new building. It has also meant needing to keep
petabytes of valuable research data safe during the process.

It would be nice if you could simply switch oﬀ massive storage servers, put them in a
truck, move them to a new site, plug them back in, and everything will work ﬁne. But
that’s far to risky. And to make things more complex, many of the research projects
needed to keep going during the process of moving buildings.
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What Arkivum has done is to build what the Crick call a ‘lifeboat’ for their data. We’ve made several
complete copies of their data and we store them in our data centers both during the move and also
amerwards.
Because we’re talking about copying petabytes of data in 100s of millions of ﬁles in a ma'er of months
oﬀ the Crick’s old Isilon storage servers, we took the approach of installing our own servers at their
sites and transferring data to our ingest facili?es by physically shipping machines full of hard drives
rather than trying to move everything over the network.
Likewise, having processed the data at our oﬃces, we ship physical tapes to our data centers that go in
tape robots as well as data escrow. This means we can move a very large amounts of data around
very quickly and very securely, which was important to the Crick because of their ?ght ?mescales to
move into their new building.
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Whilst the logis?cs of moving petabytes of data are interes?ng, what was really important to us was a
robust chain of custody so we knew for sure that we had correctly copied the Crick’s data into the
‘lifeboat’ even though some of the data was s?ll changing in ac?ve research projects.
We did this by making snapshots of the Crick storage systems on a periodic basis, determining which
ﬁles had been added or updated each ?me, and then using checksums on each ﬁle to be sure that the
copies we made were the same as the Crick’s originals at the ?me of the snapshot.
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When the Crick access their data so they can get it back out of the lifeboat and onto their new storage
systems in their new building, what they see is the end result of this process. They see their ﬁles and
folders in the form of each snapshot overlaid on top of the previous one. This means they see all their
ﬁles as they would have looked just before they moved buildings, but also with the ability to rollback
to previous versions if they want to.
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In terms of lifecycle stages and maturity levels, the solu?on focuses ﬁrst on the ini?al ingest stage
where there is the the need to get data into the lifeboat very quickly and with conﬁdence that it
matches the originals. The solu?on then focused on safeguarding this data so the Crick had
conﬁdence that they could go ahead and move buildings with no fear of data loss in the process.
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The ﬁnal example I’m going to give is the Norkfolk Records Oﬃce, who are a local government body
and part of a council of regional archives in the east of England.
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Norfolk Records Oﬃce along with the other council members have between them a very wide range of
content which they use to provide both public and internal services.
The problem is that they have very limited resources with which to protect and make this content
accessible. Staﬀ are omen trained archivists, but they are limited in number, typically one per
organisa?on or some?mes working on a part ?me basis. They have small budgets and use of in-house
preserva?on solu?ons are omen constrained by the IT exper?se of the organisa?on in which they
work.
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What Arkivum has provided to Norfolk is a fully hosted digital preserva?on and archiving solu?on
called Perpetua. Perpetua is a ﬂexible solu?on that combines a range of open source tools depending
on what a par?cular organisa?on might need.
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In Norfolk’s case, the main components of the solu?on are Archivema?ca for digital preserva?on and
AtoM for archival descrip?on and access, which are underpinned by Arkivum’s data archive service.
Files from Norfolk’s local systems are collected together and packaged into a Bagit bag using a tool
called Exactly from AVPreserve.
The bag is copied into a local folder on the user’s desktop that happens to be synchronised with the
hosted service using a tool called ownCloud. ownCloud is open source and allows you to build
dropbox style services, which in our case means it’s really easy to transfer content from Norkfolk’s
environment to the hosted preserva?on service.
Archivema?ca then processes the content in the bag to create a long-term preserva?on version as an
AIP that gets stored in Arkivum’s data archiving service.
Archivema?ca also creates a DIP version that gets uploaded to AtoM so it’s easily searchable and the
ﬁles can be viewed/accessed online over the Web.
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In this way, the solu?on works end-to-end, right from the users desktop through to long-term bit
preserva?on and online web access.
Arkivum provides the solu?on as a managed and hosted service which means Norfolk don’t need lots
of in house IT exper?se. More importantly, because it’s a hosted service used by mul?ple
organisa?ons in the regional archives council then it helps provide a way to share exper?se and best
prac?ce.

The use of open source and open standards throughout the solu?on means that
Norfolk feel assured that they are not locked into Arkivum as a supplier. It also
means that they are part of a community of open source users and through this route
can share their experiences. This is important because this helps Norfolk a'ract
funding because they can jus?ﬁably show that it’s not just Norfolk who will beneﬁt
from this funding but the wider community too.
In terms of lifecycle and maturity, the solu?on covers pre'y much the whole
lifecycle, which is what organisa?ons such as Norfolk omen need. The maturity levels
supported are pre'y high too, which means that when Norfolk benchmark
themselves against best prac?ce they know that they are doing a pre'y good job.
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The reason I’ve included several examples is to show that digital preserva?on solu?ons are not a onesize-ﬁts-all. Flexibility is needed in architectures, tools, integra?ons and workﬂows.
The use of lifecycle models provide a framework for deciding where to start and which are the most
important areas to focus on ﬁrst. The use of maturity models helps with star?ng simple, working
upwards, and benchmarking progress.
Finally, we’ve found that working itera?vely and collabora?vely helps build a solu?on and rela?onship
that will last. This includes deﬁning who is responsible for which areas of the lifecycle so that all
par?es involved can focus on what they do best.
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